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ROUNDABOUTS

Driving in circles can be a good thing, if it means
you get where you need to go quickly and safely.

EFFICIENT
Roundabouts reduce delay by allowing motorists to yield
rather than stop at a red light. They can also handle higher
traffic volumes, which helps vehicles get through quicker.

SAFE

ECONOMICAL

Roundabouts are safer than other intersections
because severe head-on and left-turn crashes
do not occur. Other safety benefits include
slower speeds and one-way circulating traffic.

Reducing driver delay saves time and fuel. Eliminating
signals also saves approximately $3,000 to $5,000 per
year in maintenance and energy costs.

ACCIDENT
REDUCTION AT
ROUNDABOUTS
76%
35%

Roundabouts have been
proven to reduce overall
accident rates by
approximately 35%, and
injury crashes by 76%
according to the National
Cooperative Highway
Research Program.

ALL
INJURY
In addition, studies show
fewer accidents involving pedestrians and
bicyclists at roundabouts as compared to
signalized intersections.

GREEN
Roundabouts reduce fuel consumption and vehicle
pollution because vehicles are not idling at a red light.
The center island of a roundabout provides an
opportunity to beautify the location with landscaping.
Flowers, trees, or even simple green space can be placed
in the center of a roundabout, making the intersection
aesthetically pleasing.

Please drive safely
and expect a short adjustment
period as drivers get used to driving
the new roundabouts.
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TRAVELING THE

AUGUSTA EXIT 113
INTERCHANGE

H

Augusta to Portland
`` Driving westbound, move into the right lane. Stay in your
lane, continue through the roundabouts and take the exit
to southbound I-95.
Portland to Augusta

`` Driving northbound, use Exit 113. Keep to the right

when the off-ramp divides. Turn right onto Route 3.

95

H

Bangor to Belgrade
`` Driving southbound, use Exit 113. Keep to the right when the off-ramp divides. Turn right
onto Route 3.
Belgrade to Bangor
`` Driving eastbound, move into the left lane. Stay in your lane, continue through the
roundabouts and take the exit to northbound I-95.

95

Portland to Belgrade
`` Driving nothbound, use Exit 113. Keep to the left when the off-ramp divides. Use either lane to enter
into the roundabout. Turn left onto Route 3. Stay in your lane and continue through both
roundabouts.
Belgrade to Portland
`` Driving eastbound, move into the left lane to enter the first roundabout and take the exit to
southbound I-95.

